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T A R D I S - G ROU P . C OM  

FL IPPING  THE  MODEL  UPSIDE  DOWN

While the latest research shows that gender diversity at work has stalled, we want to turn good

intentions into actionable change.

 

By highlighting exceptional female talent, we have partnered with organisations who are not only

working towards a target, they are acting on it.

 

Flipping the recruitment model on its head.

 

20% of women highlighted in our Females in Finance publication in 2019 have been placed in newly

created roles.

 

Instead of waiting for a live vacancy and trying to squeeze into a box, we are looking at talent for

who they are and most importantly, what value they can bring.

 

To radically transform businesses and to harness the power of true diversity we need to draw from

outside the box.

 

To get to where we need to be we need to be bold and embrace the new.

 

We are committed to intentional action.

 

What are you committed to? 

 

Can we move this dial together?
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MEET

HAYLEY*

With banking in her blood, Hayley has

immersed herself climbing up the

corporate ladder of global banking.

 

As a Director supporting the Global

Head of Trade, she manages the

development and execution of business

objectives.

 

 

Her collaborative style, coupled with her

deep knowledge of people sees her at

her most comfortable influencing and

adding value. 

 

She has a growth mindset and is excited

with the opportunity of bringing her

project management expertise into a

product focused role.

 

Key Capabilities:

· Delivery focused, motivated and driven

·Project management, implementation

and development

· Risk management

· People management & leadership

 

For further information or to arrange a

meeting contact phebe.cho@tardis-

group.com

 

Amidst chaos and clutter I'm

able to see the clearest

route. I analyse what is

ahead, find the best strategy

which maximizes efficiency

and use my influence to get

things done. I'm excited to

bring my talents to deepen

my understanding of the

finance world.

 

SHE  SAYS

RELAUNCH

INTO THE

WORLD OF

PRODUCTS

Open to full time permanent
opportunities in Singapore.

** Candidates  name has been changed to ensure
her privacy.
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MEET 

WEN.*

 With a wealth of experience in banking

and finance, Wendy brings expertise in

pricing and structuring risk management

products. 

 

She is deeply ambitious having being

dubbed high performing talent

throughout her career, she is excited by

the prospect of returning to work.

 

 

 

 

Its in her nature to help others, from

mentoring junior females in finance,

helping them navigate their careers and

building soft skills to enabling her clients

to make wise financial choices.

 

Key Capabilities:

· Treasury risk management

· Credit risk & risk grading

· Managing investor relationships 

· Mentoring junior females in finance

 

For further information or to arrange a

meeting contact phebe.cho@tardis-

group.com

 

 

 

I love what I do. There is

something about the trading

room that excites me. The

energy, the pace, the deals. I

love the execution and doing

what I'll say I'll do. I can't

wait to come back to work

after a short 12 months break

raising my family.

SHE  SAYS RECAPTURE

GLOBAL

MARKETS

SPECIALIST

Open to flexible work
arrangements in Singapore.

** Candidates name has been changed to ensure
her privacy.
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MEET

KAREN*

Karen is responsible for leading the HR

function that supports over 4000 people.

Her mandate is to develop and design

Human Resource strategy in line with

global strategy, executing across Asia.

 

Key Capabilities: 

· Deep industry expertise

· Strategic influencer

· Able to drive cultural and behavioral

change

· Diversity & Inclusion champion

 

For further information or to arrange a

meeting contact phebe.cho@tardis-

group.com

 

 

 

RELAUNCH

HUMAN

RESOURCES

SPECIALIST

Open to full time opportunities
in Australia

** Candidate name has been changed to ensure
her privacy.

A people leader, skilled in

transformational change Karen is

passionate about getting human

resources right, because she believes

when businesses do, everyone wins.

 

She has developed deep expertise in

Banking and Finance across Europe and

Asian markets.

 

 

My mandate is to lead our

people function, making sure

we find, keep and grow the

best talent in the market. My

value add is to think outside

the box, bring strategy to

deliver exceptional

outcomes. With a breath of

experience across global

platforms in banking I'm

excited to bring my

knowledge to Australia. 

SHE  SAYS
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MEET

ANDREA*

She has a renewed passion for

influencing people and outcomes and

wants to leverage her industry

knowledge, her skills and talents.

 

Key Capabilities: 

· Business Head of FX Central Banks &

Sovereign Wealth Funds

· Market maker with cross asset product

skills

· MSA regulated representative, fully

licensed

· Recruiting, developing and retaining

staff

 

For further information or to arrange a

meeting contact phebe.cho@tardis-

group.com

 

 

 

During this season I've had

an opportunity to reflect on

what matters most. I want to

give back to an industry that

has served me for almost

three decades. I've seen and

experienced things that have

shaped the way I think, act,

execute. It is what I'll bring to  

my new employer.

SHE  SAYS

RECAPTURE

  A SALES

SPECIALIST

Open to interim contracts and
full time opportunities in
Singapore.

** Candidate name has been changed to ensure
her privacy.

An Executive Director and Business Unit

Head, Andrea is a seasoned banker who

is experienced in leading teams,

influencing outcomes and achieving

business objectives.

 

Returning to the workforce after taking

time away for family reasons, Andrea is

excited about the opportunities ahead.
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MEET

WINONA.*

 

 

Her strong credit analysis and financial

modelling skills were developed during

her tenure in Professional Practice.

 

Keeping abreast of market

developments, she is excited about a

range of areas including BDM, capital

markets Origination, start-up fintechs,

sales platforms and changing transaction

bank models.

 

Key Capabilities: 

· Relationship management

· Sales pipeline management

· Financial modelling skills

· Technical strength

 

For further information or to arrange a

meeting contact

bronwyn.maddocks@tardis-group.com

 

 

 

What excites me is the

strength and depth of

relationships I build. I have a

passion for financial markets

and I know I can bring a

diversity of thoughts, skills

and experience.

SHE  SAYS RELAUNCH

INSTITUTIONAL

SALES

SPECIALIST

Open to flexible work
arrangements in Sydney

** Candidate name has been changed to ensure
her privacy.

Focused on creative solutions to deliver

business success, Winona is hungry for her

next challenge. 

 

A skilled out of the box thinker she is

experienced in growing her existing client

base and winning new business.

 

With experience in both global and

Australian big 4 banks, she has over 10 years

experience including cash & derivative fixed

income products, interest rate and cross

currency swaps.
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MEET

MADELEINE*

Dealing with Regulators, Boards, AFCA

and other independent authorities, her

experience includes mediation, dispute

resolutions and advisory.

 

A pragmatic solutions-focused thinker

she understands the need to be both

pro-active and pre-emptive in navigating

the changing governance landscape.

 

Key Capabilities: 

· Adept at building competent teams

· Stakeholder management with multiple

internal and external touch points

· Practical and pragmatic problem solver

· Process improvement focused on driving

efficiencies

 

For further information or to arrange a

meeting contact

bronwyn.maddocks@tardis-group.com

 

 

 

I shine best when I'm cutting

through noise. When most

people are overwhelmed all I  

see are opportunities which

inspire me to get busy finding

the right solutions to complex

risk problems.

 

SHE  SAYS RELAUNCH

SENIOR LEGAL

COUNSEL

Open to interim contracts,
project work or full time
opportunities in Sydney.

** Candidate name has been changed to ensure
her privacy.

Madeleine has 25 years experience

responding to the changing financial,

compliance and risk landscape of

financial services. 

 

She has just successfully managed the

legal function to deal with the

remediation remits post Australia's Royal

Commission into Misconduct in Banking,

Superannuation and Financial Services. 
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We need to do more. 

 

Creating opportunities around talented

women. It's time someone flipped the

recruitment model around.

 

Neil MacLean

Tardis Group CEO


